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Abstract 

This paper proposes that sound ontology should be 
used both as a common vocabulary for sound rep- 
resentation and as a common terminology for in- 
tegrating various sound stream segregation systems. 
Since research on computational auditory scene anal- 
ysis (CASA) focuses on recognizing and understand- 
ing various kinds of sounds, sound stream segregation 
which extracts each sound stream from a mixture of 
sounds is essential for CASA. Even if sound stream 
segregation systems use a harmonic structure of sound 
as a cue of segregation, it is not easy to integrate such 
systems because the definition of a harmonic structure 
differs or the precision of extracted harmonic struc- 
tures differs. Therefore, sound ontology is needed as 
a common knowledge representation of sounds. 
Another problem is to interface sound stream segre- 
gation systems with applications such as automatic 
speech recognition systems. Since the requirement of 
the quality of segregated sound streams depends on 
applications, sound stream segregation systems must 
provide a flexible interface. Therefore, sound ontol- 
ogy is needed to fulfill the requirements imposed by 
them. In addition, the hierarchical structure of sound 
ontology provides a means of controlling top-down and 
bottom-up processing of sound stream segregation. 

Introduction 
Sound is gathering attention as important media for 

multi-medal communications, but is less utilized as in- 
put media than characters or images. One reason is 
the lack of a general approach to recognize auditory 
events from a mixture of sounds. Usually, people hear 
a mixture of sounds, and people with normal hearing 
can segregate sounds from the mixture and focus on a 
particular voice or sound in a noisy environment. This 
capability is known as the cocktail party e#ect (Cherry 
1953). Perceptual segregation of sounds, called audi- 
toy scene analysis, has been studied by psychoacous- 
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years. Although many observations have been ana- 
lyzed and reported (Bregman 1990), it is only recently 
that researchers have begun to use computer modeling 
of auditory scene analysis. 

This emerging research area is called computational 
auditory scene analysis (CASA) (Brown and Cooke 
1992; Cooke et al. 1993; Nakatani, Okuno, and Kawa- 
bata 1994a; Rosenthal and Okuno 1998), and its goal 
is the understanding of an arbitrary sound mixture in- 
cluding non-speech sounds and music. Computers need 
to be able to decide which parts of a mixed acous- 
tic sifznal are relevant to a oarticnlar nurnose - which .-- ~~v~~ .- ..~ ~-- =-.-.-----.- ~. ..-r _L- 
part should be interpreted as speech, for example, and 
which should be interpreted as a door closing, an air 
conditioner humming, or another person interrupting. 
CASA focuses on the computer modeling and imple- 
mentation for the understanding of acoustic events 

One of its main research topics of CASA is sound 
stream segregation. In particuIar, CASA focuses on 
a general model and mechanism of segregating various 
kinds of sounds, not limited to specific kinds of sounds, 
from a mixture of sounds. 

Sound stream segregation can be used as a front- 
end for automatic speech recognition in real-world en- 
vironments (Okuno, Nakatani, and Kawabata 1996). 
As seen in the cocktail-party effect, humans have the 
ability to selectively attend to a sound from a partic- 
ular source, even when it is mixed with other sounds. 
Current automatic speech recognition systems can un- 
derstand clean speech well in relatively noiseless labo- 
ratory environments, but break down in more realistic, 
noisier environments. 

Speech enhancement is essential to enable auto- 
matic speech recognition to work in such environ- 
ments. Conventional approaches to speech enhance- 
ment are classified as noise reduction, speaker adap- 
tation, and other robustness techniques (Minami and 
Furui 1995). Speech stream segregation is a novel ap- 
proach to speech enhancement? and works as the front- 
end system for automatic speech recognition just as 
hearing aids for hearing impaired people. 

Of course, speech stream segregation as a front-end 
for ASR is the first step toward more robust ASR. The 
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11 represents the part-of hierarchy of the abstract sound class. 

Figure 1: Example of sound ontology. 

next step may be to integrate speech stream segrega- 
tion and ASR by exploiting top-down and bottom-up 
processings. 

Sound ontology is important in musical and speech 
stream segregation on the following aspects: 

1. integrating sound stream segregation systems, 
2. interfacing sound stream segregation systems with 

applications, and 
3. integrating bottom-up and top-down processings in 

sound stream segregation. 
For example, speech stream segregation system and 

musical stream, segregation system are combined to de- 
velop a system that can recognize both speeches and 
music from a mixture of voiced announcements and 
background music. Although the both systems use a 
harmonic structure of sounds as a cue of segregation, 
harmonic structures extracted by one system can not 
be utilized by the other system because the definition 
of a harmonic structure and the precision of extracted 
harmonic structure differ. Therefore, sound ontology 
is needed to share the similar information by the both 
systems. In addition, sound ontology is expected to 
play an important role in making the system expand- 
able and scalable. , 

The second example is one of AI challenges, that is, 
the problem of listening to three simultaneous speeches 
which is proposed as a challenging problem for AI 
and CASA (Okuno, Nakatani, and Kawabata 1997). 
This CASA challenge requires sound stream segrega- 
tion systems to be interfaced with automatic speech 
recognition systems. In order to attain better perfor- 
mance of speech recognition, extracted speech streams 
should fulfill the requirements on the input of auto- 
matic speech recognition systems. Some automatic 
speech recognition systems use power spectrum as a 
cue of recognition, while others use LPC spectrum. 
Therefore, speech stream segregation systems should 
improve the property of extracted speech streams that 
is required by a particular automatic speech recogni- 
tion system. If one sound stream segregation system is 
designed to be interfaced with these two kinds of auto- 
matic speech recognition systems, sound ontology may 
be used as a design model for such a system. 

The third example is that speech stream segregation 
should incorporate two kinds of processings, primitive 
segregation of speech stream and schema-based segre- 
gation of speech streams. Primitive segregation may be 
considered as bottom-up processing by means of lower 
level properties of sound such harmonic structures, 
timbre, loudness, AM or FM modulation. Schema- 
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based segregation may be considered as top-down pro- 
cessing by means of learned constraints. It includes a 
memory based segregation that uses a memory of spe- 
cific speaker’s voices, and a semantic based segregation 
that uses contents of speeches. The important issue is 
how to integrate the both processing and sound ontol- 
ogy may be used as a driving power of integration. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 
2 presents a sound ontology and Section 3 discusses its 
usage with respect to the above-mentioned three issues. 
Section 4 presents the ontology-based integration of 
speech stream and musical stream segregation systems. 
Section 5 and 6 discuss related work and concluding 
remarks. 

Sound Ontology 
Sound ontology is composed of sound classes, defini- 
tions of individual sound attributes, and their relation- 
ships. It is defined hierarchically by using the following 
two attributes: 
l Part-of hierarchy - a hierarchy based on the in- 

clusion relation in sound 
l Is-a hierarchy - a hierarchy based on the abstrac- 

Some part of sound ontology concerning speech and 
music is shown in Fig. 1. Other parts may be defined 
on demand of segregating corresponding sounds. In 
this paper, we focus on speech and musical stream seg- 
regation. 

A box depicts a Part-of hierarchy of basic sound 
classes for speech and music, which is composed of four 
layers of sound classes. A sound source in the figure 
is a temporal sequence of sounds generated by a sin- 
gle sound source. A sound source group is a set of 
sound sources that share some common characteristics 
as music. A single tone is a sound that continues with- 
out any durations of silence, and it has some low-level 
attributes such as harmonic structure. In each layer, 
an upper class is composed of lower classes which are 
components that share some common characteristics. 
For example, a harmonic stream is composed of fre- 
quency components that have harmonic relationships. 

The Is-a hierarchy can be constructed using any ab- 
straction level. For example, voice, female voice, the 
voice of a particular woman, and the woman’s nasal 
voice form an Is-a hierarchy. (Not specified in Fig. 1.) 

With sound ontology, each class has some attributes, 
such as fundamental frequency, rhythm, and timbre. A 
lower class in the Is-a hierarchy inherits the attributes 
of its upper classes by default unless another special 
specification is given. in other words, an abstract 
sound class has attributes that are common to more 
concrete sound classes. In addition, an actually gen- 
erated sound, such as uttered speech, is treated as an 
instance of a sound class. In this representation, seg- 
regating a sound stream means generating an instance 

of a sound class and extracting its attributes from an 
input sound mixture. 

Proposed Usage of Sound Ontology 
Ontology-Based Integration 
Sound stream segregation should run incrementally, 
not in batch, because it is usually combined with ap- 
plications and is not a stand-alone system. For in- 
cremental processing, we exploit not only sharing of 
information but also sharing of processing. Therefore, 
for integration of existing segregation systems they are 
first decomposed into processing modules by using the 
sound ontology as a common specification. 

In this paper, we take an example of integrating 
speech and musical stream ‘segregation. The rough 
procedure of modularization is as follows. First, ex- 
isting segregation systems are divided into processing 
modules, each of which segregates a class of sound in 
sound ontology, such as, harmonic structure, voiced 
segment, and musical note. Then, these modules are 
combined to segregating streams according to their 
identified sound types. 

Obviously, such an integration requires the proce- 
dure of inter&,inn b&wen different kinds nf mndnle!s. -___ -___-_-__1 _____ -L -_ _________. 
To specify the relationships between sounds, a relation 
class is defined between two sound classes. It is rep- 
resented by a pair of sound classes, such as “[speech, 
musical note]“. A relation class has the same two hier- 
archical structures as sound classes defined as follows: 
if and only if both classes of a relation class are at a 
level higher than those of another relation class in the 
Is-a hierarchy (or in the Part-of hierarchy), the former 
is at a higher level. In the Is-a hierarchy, processing 
modules and interaction modules are inherited from a 
upper level to a lower level unless other modules are 
specified at some lower class. 

Ontology-based sound stream segregation is exe- 
cuted by generating instances of sound classes and ex- 
tracting their attributes. This process can be divided 
into four tasks: 

1. find new sound streams in a sound mixture, 
2. identify classes of individual sound streams, 
3. extract attributes of streams according to their 

sound classes, and 
4. extract interaction between streams according to 

their relation classes. 
Since classes of sound streams are usually not given 
in advance, sound streams are treated initially as in- 
stances of abstract classes. These streams are refined 
to more concrete classes as more detailed attributes are 
extracted. At the same time, these streams are identi- 
fied as components of stream groups at a higher level 
of the Part-of hierarchy, such as the musical stream. 
As a result, the attributes of these streams are ex- 
tracted more precisely by using operations specific to 
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concrete classes and by using attributes extracted for 
group streams. 

Sound Ontology Based Interfacing 
The CASA challenge requires speech stream segrega- 
tion systems to interface with automatic speech recog- 
nition systems. First, speech stream segregation sys- 
tem that extracts each speech stream from a mixture 
of sounds. Then each extracted speech stream is recog- 
nized by a conventional automatic speech recognition 
system. 

As such an approach, Binaural Harmonic Stream 
Segregation (Bi-HBSS) was used as a speech stream 
segregation (Okuno, Nakatani, and Kawabata 1996). 
By taking the structure of “Vowel (V) + Consonant 
(C) + Vowel (V)” of speech into consideration, a 
speech stream was extracted by the foiiowing three suc- 
cessive subprocesses: 

1. Harmonic stream fragment extraction, 
2. Harmonic grouping, and 
3. Residue substitution. 
The first two subprocesses reconstruct the harmonic 
parts of speech and calculates the residue by subtract- 
ing all extracted harmonic parts for the input. Since 
any major attributes for extracting non-harmonic parts 
have not been known yet, it is reasonable to substitute 
the residue for non-harmonic parts. Since Bi-HBSS 
takes binaural sounds (a pair of sounds recorded by 
a dummy head microphone) as inputs, it uses the di- 
rection of the sound source for segregation. They re- 
ported that the recognition performance with the Hid- 
den Markov Model based automatic speech recognition 
system called HMM-LR (Kita, Kawabata, and Shikano 
1990) is better when the residue of all directions is 
substituted than when the residue of the sound source 
direction (Okuno, Nakatani, and Kawabata 1996). 

This interface is not, however, valid for another auto- 
matic speech recognition system. Our experiment with 
one of the popular commercial automatic speech recog- 
nition systems, HTK (Young et al. 1996), shows that 
the interface won’t work well and that if the residue of 
the sound source direction is used by residue substitu- 
tion the recognition performance is improved. That is, 
the reason why Bi-HBSS does not work well with HTM 
is that the cues of recognition used by HMM-LR and 
HTK differs. HMM-LR uses only power spectrum and 
ignores input signals of weak power, while HTK uses 
LPC spectrum and the power of input is automatically 
normalized. Therefore, weak harmonic structures in- 
ciuded in the residue that are usuauy ignored by HMM- 
LR causes HTK’s poor recognition performance. 

Thus, speech stream segregation systems should gen- 
erate an output appropriate to successive processing. 
Since the system architecture of sound stream segre- 
gation is constructed on the basis of sound ontology, 
adaptive output generation is also realized by the same 
architecture. 

c Part-of hierarchy 

a Is-a hierarchy 
(Sound class In inner circle Is a kind of 

sound class in outer circle) 

Figure 2: Hierarchical structure of sound ontology. 

Integration of Bottom-up and Top-down 
Processing 
The representation of single tone components also has 
analysis conditions under which the system extracts 
the attributes of individual components. This is be- 
cause the quantitative meaning of sound attributes 
may differ by analysis means, such as FFT, auditory 
filter bank, LPC analysis, and by analysis parameters. 

For example, interface agents use a common abstract 
terminology “harmonic structure” in exchanging infor- 
mation on voiced segments and on musical notes be- 
cause voiced segments and musical notes both are a 
kind of harmonic structure based on sound ontology. 
Of course, voiced segments and musical notes do not 
ontir-1-r hsxm the ES~P attrihjltes Tn fact. the t,ime nat- ULLYUV’J Y.S.” “AA” Y-A&A.. CYYYIAYL.YVY. &&. *-““, “.._ “**ss1 II” 

terns of voiced segments are much more complex than 
those of musical notes, so that some harmonic com- 
ponents appear and/or disappear according to their 
phoneme transitions, while the piano exhibits quite 
marked deviations from harmonicity during its attack 
period. Moreover, many frequency components of a 
musical note are often impossible to discriminate from 
those of other notes and thus are treated as a set of har- 
monic sounds, because they continuously overlap each 
other in a chord. These attributes should be handled 
somewhat differently in each system. Therefore, the 
specific sound classes of a harmonic structure (i.e., a 
voiced segment or a musical note) also have attributes 
specific to the classes. 

Thus, sound ontology enables segregation systems 
to share information on extracted sound streams by 
providing common representation of sounds and corre- 
spondence between different analysis conditions. 
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processings specific 

Figure 3: Common and specific processing moduies for 
speech and musical stream segregation. 

Ontology-Based Speech and Musical 
Stream Segregation 
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Speech and musical stream segregation systems are in- 
tegrated on the basis of sound ontology. As mentioned 
before, two systems, Bi-HBSS and OPTIMA (Kashino 
et al. 1995) are decomposed into primitive processing 
modules as follows: 

l Processing modules for speech stream segregation: 
1. voice segregation, 
2. unvoiced consonants (residual signal after di har- 

monic sounds are subtracted from input signal) 
extraction, 

3. sequential grouping of voice, and 
4. unvoiced consonant interpolation. 

l Processing modules for musical stream segregation: 
1. note extraction, 
2. identification of sound sources (instruments), 
3. rhythm extraction, 
4. code extraction, and 
5. knowledge sources that store musical information 

statistics. 

The relationship between processing modules are 
ehnmm in Bier 9 Snm~ DTP r~rnmnn “‘l”““L~ 111 A Lb’ v. u,,IAL” -*” -v.^“..y‘-) while others are 
specific to speech or musical stream segregation. 

Three interfacing modules are designed to integrate 
the modules; discriminator of voice and musical notes, 
primitive fundamental frequency tracer, and mediator 
of single tone tracers. 

Discriminator of voice and musical note 
Many signal processing algorithms have been presented 
to distinguish SoUrid classes, such as discriminant any- 
ysis and the subspace method (Kashino et al. 1995). 

For simplicity, we adopt a heuristics on the fundamen- 
tal frequency pattern of a harmonic stream. A Har- 
monic sound is recognized as a musical note if the stan- 
dard deviation of the fundamental frequency, denoted 
gfO, for n millisecond from the beginning of the stream 
satisfies the following inequality: 

qJ.6 < c, 
where n and c are constants, and & is the average fun- 
damental frequency. Otherwise, the sound is treated 
as a part of speech. 

Primitive fundamental frequency tracer 
A primitive fundamental frequency tracer is re- 
designed, although such a tracer is implicitly embed- 

-- -----i ded in Bi-HBSS or Optima. ‘The primitive fundamen- 
tal frequency tracer extracts a harmonic structure at 
each time frame as follows: 

1. the fundamental frequency at the next time frame 
is predicted by linearly extending its transition pat- 
tern, and 

2. a harmonic structure whose fundamental frequency 
is in the region neighboring the predicted one in the 
next frame is tracked as the fundamental frequency. 
Since musical notes have a specific fundamental fre- 

quency pattern, that is, musical scale, it can be used 
as a constraint on musical stream. If a sound being 
traced is identified as a musical stream, the primitive 

’ fundamental frequency tracer is replaced by musical 
ffi~da~-e~?.~i frPqnenc)J traceri First. fllndR.mf?nt.7%1 fre- ) --_--- -_---- “-- 
quency is predicted by calculating its average funda- 
mental frequency, and the search region for the fun- 
damental frequency is restricted to a narrower region 
than the default. As a result of using stricter con- 
straints, more precise and less ambiguous fundamental 
frequencies of musical notes can be extracted. 

Mediator of single sound tracers 
Two types of interaction modules between single sound 
tracers are designed in order to assign individual har- 
monic components to a musical or speech stream segre- 
gation system: one module in the relation class “[har- 
monic structure, harmonic structure]“, and another in 
the relation class “[musical note, musical note]“. 

The interaction module in the relation class “[har- 
monic structure, harmonic structure]” defines defauit 
interaction, because “[harmonic structure, harmonic 
structure]” is the parent relation class of “[musical 
note, musical note]” and so on. This interaction 
module decompses overlapping frequency components 
into streams in the same way as Bi-HBSS (Nakatani, 
Okuno, and Kawabata 199513). 

The other module in the relation class “[musical 
note, musical note]“leaves overlapping frequency com- 
ponents shared between sinie sound tracers, because 
such decomposing is quite difficult (Kashino et al. 
1995). 
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(a) Input mixture of music (Auld Lang Syne) and 
narration (female voice) 

(b) Segregated harmonic stream corresponding to 
narration (female voice) 

(c) Segregated harmonic stream corresponding to 
music (Auld Lang Syne) 

Figure 4: Spectrograms of input mixture and segre- 
gated harmonic streams. 

The other relation classes such as “[speech, speech]” 
are not explicitly specified, but inherit the interaction 
modules of the default relation class “[harmonic struc- 
ture, harmonic structure]“. 

Results of speech and musical segregation 
Evaluation is performed with a mixture of the musi- 
cal piece “Auld Lang Syne” played on flute and pi- 
ano (sound synthesized by a sampler) and a narra- 
tion by a woman uttering a Japanese sentence. The 
spectrograms of the input and extracted two harmonic 
streams are shown in Fig. 4. Although the prototype 
system takes monaural sounds as input instead of bin- 
aural sounds, its performance of segregation is better in 
+^r-^ ..A- ,:+,.I. .-...“̂ ..,. ,,A -.,-.,+....I A:“+,..+:,., rL,.. CL-C bPlll.m “I puA.11 rxl”J.3 auu qJcLbLcu UI3lJ”LbI”II bllau LIIa?LI 
of Bi-HBSS. Of course, when fundamental frequencies 
of voice and music cross each other, two sounds are not 
segregated well. This problem is unavoidable if har- 
monics is the only clue for segregation. As mentioned 
before, Bi-HBSS overcomes the problem by using di- 
rectional information. 

Some additional modules such as an unvoiced conso- 
nant interpolation module and rhythm and chord ex- 
traction modules are under development to improve 
the performance of segregation of all parts of voice and 
music. 

Related work 
Nawab et al. proposed “unified terminology” as uni- 
versal representation of speech and sporadic environ- 
mental sounds, and developed a spoken digit recogni- 
tion system using the IPUS architecture, a variant of 
blackboard architecture (Nawab et al 1995). The idea 
of combining processing modules based on unified ter- 
minology is quite similar to our ontology-based sound 
stream segregation. Since a module is implemented 
as a separate knowledge source, the processing is per- 
formed in batch and incremental processing is difficult. 
We think that HEARSAY-II like usage of blackboard 
architecture which each knowledge source has a limited 
capability would require a sound ontology 

Minsky suggested a musacal CYC project, a musical 
common sense database, to promote researches on un- 
derstanding music (Minsky and Laske 1992). However, 
a collection of various musical common sense databases 
m~rr ho mnv.a o~c;lxr tn s-nnctvmt th3.n I mnnnl;th h,.cm IUruJ “x. lll”lx. bu.xIJ Y” ~“~AU”IU” Yllcull u III”II”&I”II LAUbb 
database, and we expect that a music ontology will 
play an important role in combining musical common 
sense databases. 

Conclusion 
Sound ontology is presented as a new framework for 
integrating existing sound stream segregation systems, 
interfacing sound stream segregation systems with ap- 
plications, and integration of top-down and bottom-up 
processings. That is, sound ontology specifies a com- 
mon representation of sounds and a common specifica- 
tion of sound processing to combine individual sound 
stream segregation systems. We believe that sound on- 
tology is a key to an expansible CASA system because 
it provides a systematic and comprehensive principle 
of integrating segregation technologies. 

Future work includes design of more universal sound 
ontology, full-scale implementation of speech and mu- 
sical segregation systems, and attacking of the CASA 
challenge. Last but not least, controling bottom- 
up processing with top-down processing along with a 
sound ontology is an important and exciting future 
work. 
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